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African Empires presents a comprehensive and in depth analysis of the major empires of the African continent over thousands of years. This
book penetrates into the various kingdoms and and rich cultures of Africa including East Africa, West Africa, North Africa, South Africa and
Central Africa. African Empires brings to life a colorful cast of historical characters including African kings, queens, scholars, religious leaders,
artists, warriors and merchants which helped to shape the direction of these great African civilizations. The epic landmark events of Africa are
captured and explained in detail to provide a full understanding of this dynamic continent and it's contribution to world history.
A critical transition period in the archaeology and history of Palestine—the Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age—is described in detail from the
perspective of a group of sites in the Baq'ah Valley. A major emphasis is on how scientific techniques, including magnetic location of
undisturbed burial deposits and analytical reconstruction of very early industries, can be effectively integrated into an archaeological project.
Contrary to traditional views, the evidence supports a relatively peaceful development within a single cultural tradition rather than the intrusion
of a new people or segment of the existing population, by invasion, migration, or revolt. University Museum Monograph, 65
The University Museum excavated at Beth Shan from 1921-1934, when stratigraphical methods were first being developed. For this study the
two Late Bronze levels (VII and VIII) have been reevaluated by the careful analysis of field records, photographs, and drawings along with the
restudy of all artifacts housed in The University Museum and a selection of objects in the Rockefeller Museum in Jerusalem. The structures of
these levels have parallels in New Kingdom Egypt and Late Bronze/Early Iron Age sites of southern Levant and the Sinai. Included are
contributions by 13 specialists on specific classes of objects and technologies. University Museum Monograph, 85
In this reprint of the revised edition of his well known Harvard dissertation, the author traces the historical development of the oracle against a
foreign nation from its origin in the early military traditions of Israel down to its refinement as a form of prophetic speech. Christensen begins
with early material related to oracular divination and moves chronologically through Israelite history down to the early sixth century BCE,
observing in the process two major transformations of the war oracle.
The "Readers Edition" is a simplified version of the book, ALIEN INTERVIEW. It does NOT include FOOTNOTES, INDEX or TABLE OF
CONTENTS. Only the letters, personal notes and copies of top secret government interview transcripts from Roswell, N.M.. The interviews
were conducted with the pilot of a crashed UFO at the US Army Air Force Base in July and August of 1947 under government direction by
Flight Nurse Matilda O'Donnell MacElroy. (deceased)

Presents conclusive evidence that ancient Egypt was originally the remnant of an earlier, highly sophisticated civilization
• Supports earlier speculations based on myth and esoteric sources with scientific proof from the fields of genetics,
engineering, and geology • Provides further proof of the connection between the Mayans and ancient Egyptians • Links
the mystery of Cro-Magnon man to the rise and fall of this ancient civilization In the late nineteenth century, French
explorer Augustus Le Plongeon, after years of research in Mexico’s Yucatán Peninsula, concluded that the Mayan and
Egyptian civilizations were related--as remnants of a once greater and highly sophisticated culture. The discoveries of
modern researchers over the last two decades now support this once derided speculation with evidence revealing that
the Sphinx is thousands of years older than Egyptologists have claimed, that the pyramids were not tombs but
geomechanical power plants, and that the megaliths of the Nabta Playa reveal complex astronomical star maps that
existed 4,000 years before conventional historians deemed such knowledge possible. Much of the past support for
prehistoric civilization has relied on esoteric traditions and mythic narrative. Using hard scientific evidence from the fields
of archaeology, genetics, engineering, and geology, as well as sacred and religious texts, Malkowski shows that these
mythic narratives are based on actual events and that a highly sophisticated civilization did once exist prior to those of
Egypt and Sumer. Tying its cataclysmic fall to the mysterious disappearance of Cro-Magnon culture, Before the
Pharaohs offers a compelling new view of humanity’s past.
It's impossible to outrun your past, no matter how deep you drop in the astral. With the weight of his conscience growing
by the mission and a fiancee who makes him want to be a better man, Carl Ramsey decides to try his hand at being one
of the good guys. But there's a long line of enemies who won't forget so easily. Mission 13: Mission Inadvisable The
Mobius crew gets a job offer so vile they not only turn it down, they set out to stop the secretive crime lord doing the
hiring. Along the way, they manage to accidentally double-cross an old friend. Sometimes, no matter what you try, you're
destined to be on the wrong side of the law. Mission 14: Moral and Orbital Decay Mort's son is on the run from the
Convocation. He's fled to a remote mining station and looking for a quick ride from his father's old crew. But when magic
gets out of hand, suddenly everyone's more concerned about stopping the space station from crashing into a planet than
finding a fugitive. Mission 15: Planet Hustlers Pirates capture the stunnji homeworld, and Rai Kub's people turn to Carl
Ramsey to find a way to convince them to leave. Carl's plan? A lot of fast talking, subterfuge, and the crookedest game
of poker ever played. The stakes: the fate of a refugee planet. Mission 16: Eternity or Bust When your bride-to-be makes
a simple request, a smart man makes it happen. When your outlaw fiancee wants her wedding on Earth, where most of
the galaxy's top law enforcement agencies are headquartered, it's going to take bribery, back room deals, and ratting out
some old associates. But Carl won't be able to live with himself unless he gets his friends out of the jam he puts them in.
Bonus Short Story: For Old Time's Sake With retirement in full force, the crew of the Mobius take on a decidedly low-key
villain: the interlopers who're looking to ruin their gig hustling simulator combat for free meals. Black Ocean is a science
fantasy series set in the 26th century. Do you wish there had been a second season of Firefly? Do you love the irreverent
fun of Guardians of the Galaxy? Have you ever wondered how Star Wars would have turned out if Luke and Obi-wan had
ditched the rebellion to become smugglers with Han and Chewie? Then Black Ocean is the series for you! Pick up your
copy and aim to misbehave with the crew of the Mobius!
This illustrated two-volume history of Egypt, 'derived entirely from the monuments', was first published in an English
translation in 1879. Brugsch brings to bear his wide experience of the archaeological sites together with his linguistic
expertise, and deliberately eschews later Greek and Roman accounts of Egypt.
Completing our conscious evolution by releasing our collective fear of catastrophes • Explains how we are on the cusp of
an era of incredible creative growth • Shows how we are about to overcome the collective fear caused by ancient
catastrophes as we awaken to the memories of our lost prehistory • Examines legendary cataclysms and scientific
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evidence of a highly advanced global culture that disappeared 11,500 years ago In this completely revised and expanded
edition of Catastrophobia, bestselling author Barbara Hand Clow explains how we are on the cusp of an age of incredible
creative growth made possible by restoring our lost prehistory. Examining legendary cataclysms--such as the fall of
Atlantis and the biblical Flood--and the mounting geological and archaeological evidence that many of these mythic
catastrophes were actual events, she reveals the existence of a highly advanced global maritime culture that
disappeared amid great earth changes and rising seas 14,000 to 11,500 years ago, nearly causing our species’
extinction and leaving humanity’s collective psyche deeply scarred. Tracing humanity’s reemergence after these
prehistoric catastrophes, Clow explains how these events in the deep past influence our consciousness today. Guided by
Carl Johan Calleman’s analysis of the Mayan Calendar, she reveals that as the Earth’s 26,000-year precessional cycle
shifts, our evolution is accelerating to prepare us for a new age of harmony and peace. She explains how we are
beginning a collective healing as ancient memories of prehistory awaken in our minds and release our unprocessed fear.
Passed from generation to generation, this fear has been responsible for our constant expectations of apocalypse. She
shows that by remembering and moving beyond the trauma of our long lost past, we bring the era of cataclysms to an
end and cross the threshold into a time of extraordinary creative activity.
Evidence of the medical practice of ancient Egypt has come down to us not only in pictorial art but also in papyrus scrolls,
in funerary inscriptions, and in the mummified bodies of ancient Egyptians themselves. Halioua and Ziskind provide a
comprehensive account of pharaonic medicine that is illuminated by what modern science has discovered about the lives
(and deaths) of people from all walks of life.
Sam enjoys travelling with his parents. Sam's mum has a mission to visit wonders of the world. Each year the family visit a new
country to discover a new wonder. Sam has a different mission. Sam is not a normal kid. He is a kid that rescues ghosts and fight
to win victories. His mission is to help others and make changes in each place he visits. This year was the second trip for Sam's
family. They visited the great Pyramids of Egypt. Sam found out that the Pyramids were the graveyards of Pharaohs and they
were built to take the great Pharaohs to their greatest God, RA. Sam also found out that the three great Pharaohs of the Pyramids
were actually missing and no one knew where they were. Do you think the Pharaohs managed to reach RA? Or were they being
kidnaped? Sam will find this out ...
Galaxy reading books are a wonderful collection of fiction, non-fiction, poetry and plays to capture the interest of every child,
helping to develop a life-long love of reading. Take a journey back in time to the ancient world and discover the amazing things
that the people of those times created. Packed with fascinating facts, photos, maps and timelines, this is an ideal introduction to
the Stone Age, Ancient Egypt, Ancient Rome, and other ancient civilizations. Reading age: 6-7 years
This autobiographical travelogue, written from time to time over the last fifty years, describes the continuous and ever changing
journey of life. The different installments of this travelogue, directly or indirectly, reflect the evolutionary development of the authors
state of mind at the time of their writing.
Reproduction of the original: Smith and Pharaohs and other Tales by H. Rider Haggard
"The Anchor Yale Bible is a fresh approach to the world's greatest classic. Its object is to make the Bible accessible to the modern
reader; its method is to arrive at the meaning of biblical literature through exact translation and extended exposition, and to
reconstruct the ancient setting of the biblical story, as well as the circumstances of its transcription and the characteristics of its
transcribers ... [It] is a project of international and interfaith scope: Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish scholars from many countries
contribute individual volumes ... [and] is an effort to make available all the significant historical and linguistic knowledge which
bears on the interpretation of the biblical record ... [It] is aimed at the general reader with no special formal training in biblical
studies, yet it is written with the most exacting standards of scholarship, reflecting the highest technical accomplishment"--Vol. 1,
p. [ii].

A decade ago, Michael Bradley published the Canadian bestseller, Holy Grail Across the Atlantic (Hounslow Press,
1988), presenting the astounding evidence that a European settlement in Canada had been established in Nova Scotia
ninety-four years before Columbus and ninety-nine years before John Cabot. Incredibly, mediaeval documents and maps
showed that this settlement had been founded by refugee Knights Templar from Scotland - knights who had been
created for the sole purpose of guarding the Holy Grail. Bradley presented evidence that these Grail-believing religious
refugees and their knightly protectors had been instrumental in discovering, settling, and influencing the development of
New France and, later, the fledgling American Republic. The book was automatically ridiculed by conventional North
American historians, while at the same time serving as the model for European works (e.g. The Sword and the Grail by
Britain's Andrew Sinclair). Michael Bradley's investigation stimulated some serious professional and academic
researchers to join his quest to find further evidence of the Knights Templar in Canada and the United States. Now, in
1998, comes the publication of the long-awaited sequel to Holy Grail Across the Atlantic - Grail Knights of North America.
Realizing from mediaeval documents that the initial Nova Scotia refuge of AD 1398 must have harboured many Grail
believers, and that the secret colony must have expanded, Bradley began to trace evidence of Grail Knights from Nova
Scotia, through New Brunswick to the St. Lawrence River, and on to the Great Lakes as far as Niagara, New York State,
and central Pennsylvania. Evidence of their presence has been uncovered on both the Canadian and American sides of
this great waterway. Bradley poses compelling questions about his discoveries, and offers plausible and provocative
answers as we travel with him and his companions (both academic and amateur) along the trail of the Grail Knights of
North America.
A new program synthesizing Eastern and Western approaches to getting well and maintaining health. Unified Fitness
includes numerous illustrations and photos, allowing the reader to fully utilize this unique program of physical,
psychological, and immunological fitness. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
When a Pharaoh decides to leave his native land in quest of a mysterious undertaking he takes with him the pride of the
homeland. A scintillating story from the far off land of Egypt told in a distinct fashion along with a Journal from real life.
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This twisted tale would bring you close to eternity and entwine your grasps for real intellectual discovery. Imagination
holds the key here for the book talks of miracles in the mist. Honor yourself with the pleasure of accepting a gifted quest
from the Ancient Kingdom and the contemporary world we live in.
It became obvious to the people of HomeStar that their planet was doomed. the twin suns were on a collision course and
the planet was burning up. the rivers were polluted and life would soon be extinct. A mass exodus was their only chance
of survival. Helped by god-like beings named Abif, they built gigantic space ships capable of transporting them and their
animals to a new planet. Twelve ships carried them on a long journey through the realms of space to the Milky Way
Galaxy where it was said they would find a land of milk and honey, suitable for them to colonize. We meet the Pharaoh
family and travel with them; seeing how the young ones live aboard the ships and follow their adventures. All seems
tranquil on the flagship Egypt but there is a problem as you are about to discover. Underlying this peaceful existance is
an undercurrent of jealousy and hatred. There is a blossoming of forbidden love between Eve, a Royal Princess and
Adam, a Dark One. Eve's brother, Ra is furious as he is expected to marry Eve and thus carry on the pure Pharaoh
Bloodline. At last the ships pass through the heat barrier and land on the Blue Planet. Here they try to forge an existence
and using their skills and equipment they endeavour to create the civilisation they enjoyed on HomeStar. the feud boils
over again and mayhem ensues when an untimely death leads to civil war. Can they survive? Their fate is in the lap of
the gods and unlikely help from a tribe of Earthlings. A story of good versus evil with a helping of adventure and a little
romance thrown in. Could these people be our ancestors? Read on and decide for yourself.
The luxury and privilege of a Goddess is now within your reach. Let these unique and magnificent books create an ocean
of feelings that will touch the deepest layers of your Spirit and Soul. Discover the treasure of your inner harmony, peace
and power. “THE RE-BIRTH OF AN ATLANTEAN QUEEN” chronicles the magnificent Spirit Journey of an ancient Spirit
Being. The book begins in Chichen Itza and describes lives in Atlantis, ancient Egypt and Mexico. The remembrance
includes an incarnation as Amelia Earhart and culminates with the final incarnation of this ancient Spirit Being – as the
scientist and author Julia SvadiHatra. In “THE REBIRTH OF AN ATLANTEAN QUEEN” you will find the complete story
about the Spirit Journey of Amelia and all her other past lives as a Priest of Chichen Itza, an Atlantean Queen, an Ancient
Egyptian royal Priestess, as well as a present life as Julia Svadihatra and even one future life. This big book contains all
4 books we just mentioned: The Priest, Who is Chak Mol, Amelia reborn, Kukulcan and an additional chapter: The
Rebirth of an Atlantean Queen about life in Atlantis. Was Amelia an Atlantean Queen in her past life? Did she carry with
her secrets of the crystal pyramid and how to re-ignite its energy? In this book Amelia’s Spirit went back to her past life in
Atlantis and her abilities began to emerge in this life time in a new re-born person!
This profusely illustrated book is doubly valuable! It introduces the reader to both the content of the Bible and to the life, faith, and
history of ancient Israel, early Judasim, and early Christianity.
"Peoples of the Sea" is, in some sense, the culmination of the series "Ages in Chaos." In this volume the erroneous time shift of
classical history reaches its maximum span - 800 years! With carefully documented evidence and indisputable arguments,
Velikovsky places Ramses III firmly into the 4th century B.C. thereby solving, once and for all, numerous conundrums that
historians had been confronted with in the past. He unveils the surprising identity of the so-called "Peoples of the Sea," clarifies the
role of the Philistines and solves the enigma of the Dynasty of Priests. This volume leads Velikovsky's revised chronology up to the
time of Alexander where it links-up with the records of classical chronology. In an extensive supplement Velikovsky delves into the
fundamental question of how such a dramatic shift in chronology could have come about. Analyzing the main pillars of Egyptian
chronology, he points out where the most dramatic mistakes were made and addresses the misunderstanding underlying the
"astronomical chronology." In a further supplement he discusses the very interesting conclusions that can be drawn from
radiocarbon testing on Egyptian (archeological) finds.
Egypt of the PharaohsAn IntroductionGalaxy Of The PharaohsSecrets In The Dark
Pawns of the Game is a novel written loosely off the old conspiracy theory of the Illuminati utilizing the mystery system of Free
Masonry and that of ancient Egypt’s religiosity to control contemporary societies massive. The historical, archaeological, and
biblical material is real, as are the (gospel) quotations and fragments. Contemporary characters are my own creation, but many of
the ancillary characters actually exist merely to lend support for realism sake. However, the portraits I paint of them are fictional—in
respect to names, things, places and time. The lead characters in the novel are a secret clique of streetwise men who gained
possession of the true knowledge that creates the TRINITY of the Illuminati, Freemasons, and ancient Egypt’s star cult religious
mystery system—in order to mastermind their own plot to gain economic and political power within society of the city of New York.
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